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THE "BENEFITS" OF NON-DELEGATION: USING THE
NON-DELEGATION DOCTRINE TO BRING MORE RIGOR
TO BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

Victor B. Flatt*

I. A LAW PROFESSOR AND BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS

Benefit-cost analysis (or cost-benefit analysis) is a discipline that tries to ascertain
the benefits and costs of a particular (usually public or governmental) action to ensure
that government expends resources in the best and most efficient way possible.' It
is generally the province of economists, and an attempt to improve its use is often
focused on the technical execution of the process itself.2 Many pages of analysis have
been devoted to how benefit-cost analysis can more accurately predict or describe
information, which we want to inform government policy. The use of benefit-cost
analysis for policy purposes rests within the framework of policy itself, and in the
United States, government policy is dictated by laws and the execution of those laws.
Therefore, in all of the economic studies that look at the effectiveness or improvement
of benefit-cost analysis, there is the underlying given that such a policy must be consistent with law. But neither law nor its interpretation is static. Nor in its broadest
sense is law predictive or formulaic, though parts of it have been subject to mathematical analysis and much of its outcomes and goals can be explained by economic
theory.3 Therefore, one part of any discussion of benefit-cost analysis must lie outside
the realm of empirical data and instead reside in the realm of advocacy-wherein certain interpretations of the law are put forward as the "best" or correct ones because
someone wishes the result that would come about from that interpretation.
* A.L. O'Quinn Chair in Environmental Law, University of Houston Law Center. This
Article grew out of a paper that was originally presented at the University of Washington
Conference, entitled "What We Can Do to Improve the Use of Benefit-Cost Analysis," which
was held at the Talaris Center in Seattle, Washington, from May 18-19, 2006. I would like to
thank Professor Richard Zerbe for organizing that impressive conference, and Professors
Ronald Krotoszynski, Frank Ackerman, and Lisa Heinzerling for their comments on drafts
of the paper.
Theodore M. Porter, The Rise of Cost-Benefit Rationality as Solution to a Political
Problem of Distrust (unpublished manuscript, on file with the Benefit-Cost Analysis
Conference), availableat http://depts.washington.edu/econlaw/pdf/Porter.pdf (last visited
Apr. 26, 2007).
2 For examples of how economists approach benefit-cost analysis, see Benefit-Cost
Analysis Conference, Conference Papers, http://depts.washington.edu/econlaw/papers.php
(last visited Apr. 26, 2007).
3 DOMINICK VETRI ET AL., TORT LAW AND PRACTICE 124 (3d ed. 2006).
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In this Article, I plan to enter that realm and provide reasoned arguments for why
I think the law should be interpreted in a certain way. I will assert that an interpretation in this manner will provide a legal framework for benefit-cost analysis that I
believe will move us further towards the result that provides information for the best
overall policy decisions based on that information.
II. INTRODUCTION

The first step in this advocacy is to explain how benefit-cost analysis in policy
is related to law. A brief civics lesson would note that all laws of the United States
government are to be made by Congress, with presidential input.4 Similar state constitutional doctrines underlie state lawmaking. Though many might wish our lawmakers to use a specific analytic process for lawmaking, the process of making law
itself is not governed by benefit-cost analysis and is only limited by what powers and
exercising of those powers are allowed by the Constitution.5 Although we may never
know fully what decisions go into the making of actual law, even if on an individual
basis legislators applied a rudimentary form of benefit-cost analysis, it would not necessarily be informed nor would its analysis necessarily encompass all of the persons
that it would affect. Bismarck's remarks about the making of laws and sausages ring
as true today as they did 100 years ago.6
According to certain theories of government and benefit-cost analysis, at least as
meant in the utilitarian manner, such a procedure may not be consistent with appropriate government in any event.7 Instead, benefit-cost analysis as a discipline for
government action is a part of the executive branch, the branch that is charged with
administering the laws that are passed! Ideally, one would suppose that this means
that whatever laws our legislators feel should govern our people, based on whatever
theory of government, are the laws that should be administered in the best (i.e. most
cost-beneficial) way possible.
Benefit-cost analysis in this way has become entrenched in our modem administrative nation-state. 9 Since the early 1970s, every president of this country has issued
an executive order requiring all agencies of the federal government to use benefit-cost
analysis in agency action, unless prohibited by law from doing so.' ° Moreover, the
4

U.S. CONST. art. I.

5Id.
6

RESPECTFULLY QUOTED: A DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS 190 (Suzy Platt ed., 1989)

("If you like laws and sausages, you should never watch either one being made.").
See infra Part III.
8 U.S. CONST. art. II.
9 Victor B. Flatt, Saving the Lost Sheep: Bringing EnvironmentalValues Back into the
Foldwith a New EPA DecisionmakingParadigm,74 WASH. L. REv. 1, 11 (1999) [hereinafter
Flatt, Sheep].
10 See Exec. Order No. 12,044,3 C.F.R. 152 (1979). Presidents Reagan, Bush, and Clinton
issued similar directives.
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Unfunded Mandates Reform Act of 1995 requires a benefit-cost analysis of any
agency action over $100 million, though it does not require the decision to be based
on that analysis."
Despite its wide acceptance and usage, criticisms of benefit-cost analysis are widespread. 12 These criticisms generally fall into two different categories: that there are
certain things that cannot be properly valued in benefit-cost analysis, 3 and the related
concern that certain things are not valued or considered at all.' 4 Both of these are of
particular concern in health, safety, and environmental regulation in which uncertainty
dogs many of the assumptions. '5
The uncertainty in these areas is closely related to the concern expressed by myself and others: that in its usage in dictating government policy, benefit-cost analysis
can be used illegitimately to produce a pre-determined outcome, favored by a particular group or ideology, that may not actually be cost-beneficial but can be justified because of measurement uncertainties. 6 In other words, policy decisions are ostensibly
made using the uncertainties behind measurements needed for benefit-cost analysis.' 7
This concern has grown and enjoyed more widespread debate among academics
due to the perceived partisan nature of many policies of the current presidential administration.' 8 Indeed, many commentators, while hardly critiquing the broad concept
of wanting the most beneficial outcomes possible in government action, would assert
that benefit-cost analysis as currently practiced is beyond redemption and should be
scrapped or significantly replaced with other government decision-making paradigms. 19 Although I will not dwell on these significant criticisms of benefit-cost
analysis in this Article, they are real, are related to underlying partisan desires, and
should not be ignored because they do not fit neatly into the paradigm of benefit-cost
"

2 U.S.C. § 1532(a) (2000).

12

See FRANK ACKERMAN & LISA HEINZERLING, PRICELESS: ON KNOWING THE PRICE OF

(2004); Victor B. Flatt, Should the CircleBe
Unbroken?:A Review of the Hon. Stephen Breyer's Breaking the Vicious Circle: Toward
Effective Risk Regulation,24 ENVTL. L. 1707, 1714-16 (1994) (book review) [hereinafter
EVERYTHING AND THE VALUE OF NOTHING 8-9

Flatt, Circle].
1 ACKERMAN & HEINZERIJNG, supra note 12, at 8; see Flatt, Sheep, supra note 9, at 9.
14 Flatt, Circle, supra note 12, at 1716.
'5 See ACKERMAN & HEINZERLING, supra note 12, at 8.
16 See Flatt, Sheep, supra note 9, at 7-8; see also Robert Haveman, The ChicagoO'Hare
Expansion:A Case Study ofAdministrative Manipulationof Benefit-Cost Principles 17-18

(La Follette Sch., Working Paper No. 022,2006), availableathttp://www.lafollette.wisc.edu/
publications/workingpapers/haveman2006-022.pdf.
17 Haveman, supra note 16, at 8-16.
18 Ralph Vartabedian, How Environmentalists Lost the Battle Over TCE,
L.A. TIMES,
March 29, 2006, at Al; Thomas 0. McGarity et al., Truth and Science Betrayed: The Case
Against the Information QualityAct 1 (Ctr. for Progressive Reg., Working Paper No. 502,
2005), availableat http://www.progressivereform.org/articles/iqa.pdf.
19 ACKERmAN & HEINZERLING, supra note 12, at 9-10; Flatt, Sheep, supra note 9, at 2-3.
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analysis as an objective process. Several papers at the first major cross-disciplinary
conference on improving the use of benefit-cost analysis (held at the University of
Washington in May 2006) address this troubling issue, and I believe a rigorous enforcement of legal doctrine might help. I believe it fair to say, however, that any reforms or improvements suggested by supporters of benefit-cost analysis must still
grapple with its inappropriate use in practice.
Even assuming that all measurements could be conducted properly and were not
illegitimately swayed, there can still be fundamental questions about the role of government, and thus the role of benefit-cost analysis, in people's lives. Much of this
debate centers around two core divides between policy makers and analysts: whether
it is possible, or even desirable, for government to make decisions rationally, in a
logical way that is not beholden to partisan, group, or individual desires,2 ° or whether
the proper role of government is to indulge the wishes and desires of the public as
opposed to doing the one, obvious, correct, and rational choice.2 ' Both of these come
into play with the supposed tasks of administrative agencies, and the answers to these
have much to say about the use of benefit-cost analysis.
I. WHAT Do ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES REALLY Do
AND WHAT SHOULD THEY Do?

It may seem like a trick question on an administrative law exam, but the
question of what administrative agencies do is not completely settled and is germane
to the use of benefit-cost analysis. Do administrative agencies merely execute the
law passed by Congress, or do they, in some sense, "create" the law themselves? In
the recent case of Whitman v. American Trucking Ass'ns,22 seven justices of the
Supreme Court made clear that administrative agencies were empowered only to
execute the law, not make it, but in a separate concurrence, Justices Stevens and
Souter proclaimed that it was a fiction to state that agency rulemaking power was
executive rather than legislative.23 Moreover, everyone recognizes that any executive
action may have some policy effects and that Congress explicitly tasks agencies with
legitimate policy responsibilities.2 4
The question is important because the validity of benefit-cost analysis in agency
action depends on it. Critically, legitimate benefit-cost analysis assumes that an
20

Daniel A. Farber & Philip P. Frickey, In the Shadow of the Legislature:The Common

Law in the Age of the New Public Law, 89 MICH. L. REv. 875, 879-82 (1991).
21 See, e.g., GARY LAWSON, FEDERAL ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 27 (3d ed. 2004).
22 531 U.S. 457 (2001).
23 Id. at 487-88 (Stevens, J., concurring).
24 Indus. Union Dep't, AFL-CIO v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 673 (1980)

(Rehnquist, J., concurring) ("The Framers of the Constitution were practical statesmen ....
James Madison... recognized that while the division of authority among the various branches
of government was a useful principle, 'the degree of separation which the maxim requires,
as essential to a free government, can never in practice be duly maintained."').
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agency can make an objective benefit-cost determination given specific facts or apply
the process in a way that is value neutral. 25 But what if the agency is asked to do more
than apply technical formulae to facts? What if it is asked to, or seeks to, answer basic
policy questions instead? While benefit-cost analysis might guide policy, it becomes
much more problematic if it is expected to create policy. This is because administrative agencies are not directly subject to democratic control and popular will. While
many might think that non-democratic control is a good thing, it is not our system
of government, at least with respect to value laden decisions.26
The most serious criticisms of benefit-cost analysis come into play when an
agency creates policy. What values will be considered? How do we decide those
values? How will they be measured? How do we accommodate the legitimate need
and use of flexibility in agency action without giving agencies the power to make
fundamental decisions that should be made by Congress? The U.S. Constitution
attempted to answer this question, and it continues to be debated to this day. Nevertheless, I believe that a legal standard can be articulated that can guide benefit-cost
analysis and prevent some of its abuses.
A debate over the process of government raged at the time of our republic's
founding as to what type of government we should have: that of popular will (the
"Democrats") or that of knowledgeable government agents (the "Federalists"), which
grew out of the enlightenment thought. The broad disagreement at the founding of
the republic between the Federalists and the Democrats has been variously described
as one concerning the role of centralized power and the appropriate role of the common man in governance.27 In broad terms, those favoring more centralized power
believed in the modern ideas of government by enlightened and educated individuals
and believed that centralizing government meant that the best minds could be brought
to bear on more issues.28 The Democrats, on the other hand, trusted the instincts of the
common man, felt that the process of democracy was morally uplifting and transformative, and believed that central government was to be distrusted and limited.29 Echoes
of this debate are part of the benefit-cost discussion of today, in which Professor Louis
Wolcher notes that:
CBA[cost-benefit analysis] fails to consider the possibility that
the coming-and-being-together of political discussion and mutual
learning about a policy problem might be part of the good life
itself, if not also a catalyst that can reshape the terms of the problem and people's feelings about it.3"
Porter, supra note 1.
Indust. Union Dep't, 448 U.S. at 672-73 (Rehnquist, J., concurring).
See GEOFFREY R. STONE ET AL., CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 5-18 (4th ed. 2001).
Id. at 13.
Id. at 5-7.
Louis E. Wolcher, Senseless Kindness: The Politicsof Cost-Benefit Analysis, 25 LAW

25 See
26
27

28
29

3'
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What is remarkable is that in a series of sophisticated policy debates through media
of the time and at the Constitutional Convention, our founders came to a compromise
between the two ideals. They created a central government with strong powers, but
only in certain areas, and in which three branches of government were to ensure that
the rights of persons were not to be trammeled by the central government." The individual was to be protected by breaking up the power of the central government into
three distinct spheres: legislative, executive, and judicial, each with different roles.32
A textbook answer to the role of administrative agencies would say how administrative agencies are authorized under the power of the executive to "execute" and that
this is how administrative agencies are supposed to work-in an executive capacity.
In this framework, Congress creates basic policy, and the executive branch agencies "execute" it because of the agencies' expertise and the complexity and volume
of the tasks. 34 Though the legislature can always make a statute very specific and
thus control the agency in its "execution," in order to preserve efficiency, Congress
must often cede some discretion for policy implementation to the agency and thus
the executive branch.35
But the "textbook" answer and such compartmentalized roles are not always accomplished in practice. This variance from the ideal is so great, many have suggested
that the "textbook" breakdown of power between the legislative branch and the executive branch is a fiction.36
But assuming for the moment that we can make this distinction, it is in this powersharing model that our founders actually addressed the questions of the appropriate
role of benefit-cost analysis in our government-in a constitutional law idea that has
come to be known as the non-delegation doctrine.
IV. THE NON-DELEGATION DOCTRINE

The non-delegation doctrine derives from the constitutional requirement that all
laws be made by the Congress and President and not by any other basis. 37 The principle derives from the separation of powers issues described above and is based on the

& FREQ. 147, 165 (2007).
32

WIJAM COHEN & JONATHAN D. VARAT, CONsTITUTIONAL LAW 408
See STONE ET AL., supra note 27, at 15-20.

33

Id.

"'

14 CRAIG N. JOHNSTON, WILLIAM

F. FUNK

(10th ed. 1997).

& VICTOR B. FLATr, LEGAL PROTECTION OF

THE ENVIRONMENT 279 (2005).
35 Id.

Whitman v.Am. Trucking Ass'ns, 531 U.S. 457,487-90 (2001) (Stevens, J., concurring)
("Alternatively, we could pretend, as the Court does, that the authority delegated to the EPA
is somehow not 'legislative power."').
36

"

U.S. CONST. art. I.
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constitutional requirement that all "legislation" be promulgated by the legislative
process detailed therein.38
The first articulation of this in modem times, as applied to administrative agency
39
powers, occurred during the New Deal era in a pair of cases: Schechter Poultry
and PanamaRefining.n° In both of these cases, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the
Congress and President had gone too far in giving power and discretion to the executive branch.4" The ruling was based on the fact that there was no intelligible principle to guide agency discretion in the statutes at issue in the cases.42 In recalling the
holdings of those cases, the Supreme Court recently noted: "one of [the statutes] provided literally no guidance for the exercise of discretion, and the other ... conferred
precise a standard
authority to regulate the entire economy on the basis of no more
43
competition.'
'fair
assuring
by
economy
the
stimulating
than
Though many interpret these decisions as simply a rejection of the Roosevelt
administration's expanded power, they also hearken back to the theoretical underpinnings of the separation of powers doctrine--only the legislature should be the one
to make legislative policy. What are the dangers in legislation by other means? In
his famous concurrence in AFL-CIO, Justice Rehnquist noted that allowing policymaking power in the executive branch agencies made it nearly impossible for there
to be any democratic control on policy. 44 "The constitutional doctrine prohibiting
delegation of legislative power rests on the premise that the Legislature may not abdicate its responsibility to resolve the 'truly fundamental issues' by delegating that
function to others or by failing to provide adequate directions for the implementation
of its declared policies. ''45 The people do not directly elect the decision-makers in
an administrative agency, and if they have been given power by Congress to exercise
all discretion, the action cannot be challenged on statutory grounds. Thus, the nondelegation doctrine is critical to maintaining the democratic balance created by the
Framers that ensures the role of the public in government. Professor Krotoszynski
stated it more directly by noting that the non-delegation doctrine prevents Congress
from attempting "to escape responsibility for making hard choices."'
38

Id.

39 A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935).

0 Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935).
41

42

Schechter Poultry, 295 U.S. at 537-39; PanamaRefining, 293 U.S. at 432-33.
Schechter Poultry, 295 U.S. at 538-39; PanamaRefining, 293 U.S. at 429-30.

Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass'ns, 531 U.S. 457, 474 (2001).
44 Indus. Union Dep't, AFL-CIO v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 672-73 (1980)
(Rehnquist, J., concurring).
43

Benjamin M. McGovern, Reexamining the MassachusettsNondelegationDoctrine:Is
the "Areas of CriticalEnvironmentalConcern" Programan UnconstitutionalDelegationof
LegislativeAuthority?, 31 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 103, 108 (2004) (quoting Askew v. Cross
Key Waterways, 372 So. 2d 913, 920-21 (Fla. 1978)).
46 Ronald J. Krotoszynski, Jr., Reconsideringthe Nondelegation Doctrine: Universal
Service, the Power to Tax, and the Ratification Doctrine, 80 IND. L.J. 239, 243 (2005).
4'
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Despite its importance, the non-delegation doctrine has rarely been invoked to
invalidate administrative action since the pair of Supreme Court cases noted above.
But the principle is still honored. In the most recent pronouncement by the Supreme
Court on the issue, the Court noted that Congress can give wide discretion to an administrative agency, but it still articulated the non-delegation doctrine as a valid limit
on government:
Article I, § 1, of the Constitution vests "[a]ll legislative Powers
herein granted... in a Congress of the United States." This text
permits no delegation of those powers, and so we repeatedly have
said that when Congress confers decisionmaking authority upon
agencies Congress must "lay down by legislative act an intelligible principle to which the person or body authorized to [act] is
47
directed to conform.,
Because it has only been used sparingly in overturning congressional delegations
of power, many commentators declare the non-delegation doctrine to be dead.4 8 It
is true that in the modem administrative state, many of the delegations to executive
branch agencies seem extraordinarily broad, and in many ways this is not necessarily
bad. The theory of administrative agencies posits that their purpose is to carry out all
of the "detail work" that elected officials cannot do and that they possess more institutional expertise than the Congress.49 In a highly complex system, a broad grant
of power may be necessary to accomplish the task efficiently.5 ° So a broad grant of
power can still be consistent with the vision of government as having an impartial
central government that works on expertise and a democratically elected government
that makes policy decisions. But even with broad discretion, the limit remains:
Congress may wish to exercise its authority in a particular field,
but because the field is sufficiently technical, the ground to be
covered sufficiently large, and the Members of Congress themselves not necessarily expert in the area in which they choose to
legislate, the most that may be asked under the separation-ofpowers doctrine is that Congress lay down the general policy and
standards that animate the law, leaving the agency to refine those
standards, "fill in the blanks," or apply the standards to particular cases. 5
41

Whitman, 531 U.S. at 472 (citation omitted) (alterations in original).

48

Richard H. Fallon, Jr., JudiciallyManageableStandardsand ConstitutionalMeaning,

119 HARv. L. REv. 1274, 1302 (2006).
41 Indust. Union Dep't, 448 U.S. at 675 (Rehnquist, J., concurring).
50 Id.
51 Id.
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So what does this have to do with benefit-cost analysis? If agencies are only to
execute laws, not create them, and only have flexibility to allow for an impartial application of expertise (or to exert policy in only a limited and defined circumstance), then
the exercise of benefit-cost analysis would have nothing to do with major "policy
decisions." Instead, benefit-cost analysis would be in the technical nature that its proponents suggest, muting many of the criticisms of benefit-cost analysis that are based
on the belief that it does involve significant policy decisions.5 2 By bringing rigor to
the constitutional ideal of power sharing between the executive and the legislative
branches and by better enforcement of the respective roles of these branches as set
forth in the Constitution, the judiciary, our third branch, could ensure a proper role
of benefit-cost analysis through a reinvigoration of the non-delegation doctrine.
Thus, however little it has been used, I do not believe that the non-delegation
doctrine is without meaning. Indeed, I believe that the concepts of non-delegation
limit agency discretion in such a way so as to address many of the concerns about the
agency use of benefit-cost analysis.
We start with the most recent statement of the doctrine as set out by the
Supreme Court:
It is true enough that the degree of agency discretion that is acceptable varies according to the scope of the power congressionally conferred. While Congress need not provide any direction
to the EPA regarding the manner in which it is to define "country
elevators," which are to be exempt from new-stationary-source
regulations governing grain elevators, it must provide substantial
guidance on setting air standards that affect the entire national
economy. But even in sweeping regulatory schemes we have
never demanded, as the Court of Appeals did here, that statutes
provide a "determinate criterion" for saying "how much [of the
regulated harm] is too much."5 3
While this quote illustrates the broad depth of discretion that can be granted to an
agency, it also implies that certain critical decisions should not be made by an agency.
Even those justices who expressed the opinion that agencies actually exercise legislative power noted that there must still be a limiting doctrine on the power of the
agency.54 And in his concurrence in the American Truckingjudgment, Justice Thomas
noted that there are times that, even with an intelligible principle, "the significance

52

See Flatt, Sheep, supra note 9, at 15-16.

3 Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass'ns, 531 U.S. 457, 475 (2001) (citations omitted)
(alterations in original).
" Id. at 489-90 (Stevens, J., concurring).
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of the delegated decision is simply too great" to be constitutional.55 Though applied
in different ways, all of these positions from the Supreme Court's most recent case
on non-delegation have one thing in common: they seem to recognize that critical
policy decisions are to be made by Congress. This is a direct link to the original
non-delegation cases of Wayman v. Southard,5 6 which said delegation doesn't need
to be purely machanical; and Field v. Clark,57 in which the Court held that delegation was valid as long as it did not create "discretion on what the law should be,"
but only discretion on implementation.58 This connection of policy direction and the
non-delegation doctrine was explored at length in the famous Rehnquist concurrence
in AFL-CIO:
This uncertainty, I would suggest, is eminently justified, since I
believe that this litigation presents the Court with what has to be
one of the most difficult issues that could confront a decisionmaker: whether the statistical possibility of future deaths should
ever be disregarded in light of the economic costs of preventing
those deaths. I would also suggest that the widely varying positions advanced in the briefs of the parties and in the opinions of
MR. JUSTICE STEVENS, THE CHIEF JUSTICE, MR. JUSTICE POWELL,

and MR. JUSTICE MARSHALL demonstrate, perhaps better than any
other fact, that Congress, the governmental body best suited and
most obligated to make the choice confronting us in this litigation, has improperly delegated that choice to the Secretary of
Labor and, derivatively, to this Court.59
Though Justice Rehnquist' s explicit connection between the granting of too much
discretion garnered much interest as to whether there might be a revival of the nondelegation doctrine and though it is consistent with the Court's most recent pronouncement in American Trucking, there does not seem to be a realistic belief that the
non-delegation doctrine is useful in controlling agency action.60 However, I believe
that some of this commentary misses the mark; for in my opinion, the importance of
non-delegation has been seen in cases that generally are not described as nondelegation cases but are described more as cases that deal with an agency going
beyond powers given it by Congress.
" Id. at 487 (Thomas, J., concurring).
23 U.S. (10 Wheat) 1 (1825).
" 143 U.S. 649 (1892).
58 Patrick M. Garry, Accommodating the Administrative State: The Interrelationship
Between the Chevron and Nondelegation Doctrines,38 ARIZ. ST. L.J. 921, 928 (2006).
'9Indust. Union Dep't, AFL-CIO v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 672 (1980)
(Rehnquist, J., concurring).
6 Fallon, supra note 48, at 1302.
56
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Thus, the restriction on non-delegation as a manifestation of the separation of
powers could be seen as being addressed by common law and statutory restrictions
on agency discretion.6' This is more commonly known as the Chevron doctrine,
which allows agency discretion to be exercised only to the extent that it does not
conflict with congressional direction.62
Chevron posits that agency actions that are not disallowed explicitly by Congress
can be upheld by a court on the assumption that it was a congressional decision to
give the agency the discretion to make this decision.63 But the exact parameters of
Chevron, particularly whether the court should always assume that Congress intended
to grant an agency broad authority, remain under debate.' One of the Supreme Court's
experts in administrative law, Justice Breyer, has suggested that rejections of agency
statutes "might be rooted in nondelegation principles, reflecting a reluctance to take
ambiguous provisions as grants of 'enormous' discretion to agencies."" Other commentators have suggested a relationship between judicial scrutiny of agency exercise
of power and the non-delegation doctrine.' I would agree with this assertion and
further argue that any analysis of agency authority involves the concept of separation
of powers, and in some cases it is an explicit non-delegation question.
Although in our current legal environment, we tend to think of these as different
concepts, they are really two sides of the same idea-the idea that major policy decisions, whatever that means, are the province of the legislature, not the executive
branch.67 Whether an agency is following the grant of power from Congress in implementing policy may thus be considered a question of non-delegation, for what is the
exercise of legislative power if not the agency's exercise of power that it has not been
given by Congress. In this way, the analysis of whether an agency has followed congressional direction is the flip-side of the question of whether Congress has tried to
give the agency too much legislative power. The difference is that instead of it being
Congress that tried to force legislative power on the agency, it is the agency that has
usurped legislative power. But both instances represent a violation of the separation
61

U.S. CONST. art. I, § 1 ("All legislative Powers granted herein shall be vested in a

"); Chevron U.S.A, Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc.
Congress of the United States ....
467 U.S. 837, 845 (1984) (noting the implementation of a statute by the agency will not be
upheld under the Administrative Procedures Act if it is "'one that Congress would not have
sanctioned"' (quoting United States v. Shimer, 367 U.S. 374 (1961))); Indust. Union Dep't,
448 U.S. at 646 (noting the agency's power to dictate policy is constrained; otherwise, it
"might be unconstitutional").
62 Chevron, 467 U.S. 837.
63

Cass R. Sunstein, Chevron Step Zero, 92 VA. L. REv. 187, 190-92 (2006).

Id.
Id. at 241.
' Scott Baker & Kimberly D. Krawiec, The PenaltyDefault Canon, 72 GEO. WASH. L.
REv. 663, 715 (2004).
67 Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388, 431 (1935).
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of powers and thus a violation of the first principles of the non-delegation doctrine.
Our courts have recognized this implicitly. Professor Lisa Schultz Bressman has
noted that the courts have used Chevron to enforce the non-delegation doctrine
without explicitly acknowledging it:
However, the Court frequently finds clarity in ambiguity in order
to deprive an agency of discretion. The Court's efforts to find clarity where none exists, while perhaps not faithful applications of
Chevron, are nonetheless understandable as a form of nondelegation review. By denying agencies the discretion to interpret
ambiguous terms as they see fit, the Court effectively may block
the delegation of policymaking authority.6 8
The Court in American Trucking implies some connection between the two,
putting congressional granting of power at issue in its application of the second step
of Chevron in that case:
[I]f the statute is "silentor ambiguous" with respect to the issue,
then we must defer to a "reasonable interpretation" ..... We
conclude, however, that the agency's interpretation goes beyond
the limits of what is ambiguous and contradicts what in our view
is quite clear.69
What does it mean to do something "unreasonable" with respect to something
upon which a statute is silent? It cannot be judged by the terms of the statute because the statute is silent on that issue. It can only mean going beyond the appropriate
bounds of agency authority generally, the non-delegation issue.
What is the lesson then from seeing the non-delegation doctrine as, not only congressional thrusting of legislative power on an agency, but also an agency taking legislative power? It means that our courts have been far more active in recognizing that
agencies engage in such behavior and are willing to stop them from doing so. Since
nondelegation and agencies exceeding the scope of their granted powers are part of
the same issue, what kind of standard does this create, and how do we apply it to the
problems of benefit-cost analysis?
In terms of a standard, it means that only Congress has the right and obligation
to set certain kinds of federal policy.7 ° Thus, the determination of overall governing
policy, as opposed to execution of policy, is not to occur in the executive branch.
Lisa Schultz Bressman, Schechter Poultry at the Millennium: A Delegation Doctrine
for the Administrative State, 109 YALE L.J. 1399, 1411-12 (2000).
69 Whitman v. Am. Trucking Ass'ns, 531 U.S. 457, 481 (2001).
70 Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649, 692-93 (1892).
68
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Though Chevron recognizes that the agency may exercise discretionary choices when
Congress wishes it to do so, the deference to an agency ends there, and the nondelegation doctrine ensures that there will be limits on how much discretion Congress
can confer.
If this could be applied perfectly, it would mean of course that benefit-cost analysis as a screen for policy decisions, or benefit-cost analysis that puts values on things
more properly considered in a policy forum, would not be allowed at an agency level.
Even if a statute ostensibly gives an agency the power to consider big issues, if framed
as an important question of policy, it probably should not be subject to benefit-cost
analysis. As noted by Rehnquist: "[T]he most difficult issues that could confront a
decisionmaker [are] whether the statistical possibility of future deaths should ever be
disregarded in light of, the economic costs of preventing those deaths.... Congress
[is] the governmental body best suited and most obligated to make the choice....""
The Court in American Trucking, in reiterating the reach of the non-delegation
doctrine, noted that Congress must provide "substantial guidance" on large or important issues (such as regulations that affect the national economy).72 If we take this
statement at face value, and assume that life, death, and human well-being must be
the most important issues of all, it seems that an agency cannot simply be making
benefit-cost decisions on these issues without significant input from Congress about
what values must be considered or how they are to be valued and weighed.
V. BUT How CAN IT BE DONE?
Applying such a standard would still require a court to determine what Congress
had directed, what was major policy, and what was a legitimate exercise of benefitcost analysis by an agency, but putting it in this framework does direct a court as to
what it should be looking for and considering.
If it is true, as some claim, that there is empirical evidence of a bias of benefitcost application to routinely overprice agency actions implementing statutes to protect
human health and the environment, then a court should be able to take that fact as evidence of misusing of the benefit-cost analysis to make a policy decision not legitimately given it by Congress and thus engaging in the exercise of legislative power
in violation of the non-delegation doctrine. For instance, there is excellent evidence
of routine overestimation of costs of environmental regulation. Frank Ackerman has
methodically dismantled many of the arguments that are used to oppose environmental protection on a benefit-cost basis.73 Some economists claim that this is a
7'Indust. Union Dep't, AFL-CIO v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 672 (1980)
(Rehnquist, J., concurring).
12 Whitman, 531 U.S. at 475.
13 FrankAckerman, The UnbearableLightness ofRegulatory Costs(GlobalDev. & Env't
Inst., Working Paper No. 06-02, 2006), available at http://ase.tufts.edulgdae/publications/
recentPublications.html.
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benign bias caused by a problem with measurement or assumptions, possibly because
of the failure to assume technological innovation in environmental protection. 74 But
this is not a problem that is technically insurmountable. Several of the papers at the
University of Washington conference explore the impact that changes in policy can
have on measurement variables. Therefore, one must assume that environmental
costs are overestimated because decisio-makers want that result, something outside
the scope of power given by Congress and, in dealing with issues that concern how
many lives to save, a policy choice that should be made in Congress.
To cite another example, Robert Haveman's paper on administrative manipulation of benefit-cost principles provides specific quantifiable ways in which the City
of Chicago's proposed benefit-cost analyses submitted to the FAA for the O'Hare
Airport expansion project violate minimal standards of economic analysis, and thus
they are inherently suspect as correct or objective information.75
The problem in getting this kind of review, however, may be the attitude of the
courts themselves. Our courts may reflexively shy away from judging an application
or administration of a statute when numerical calculations are involved.76 Partly, this
is due to deference to an agency's expertise. "Agency determinations based upon
77
highly complex and technical matters are 'entitled to great deference."'
Moreover, in the application of the non-delegation doctrine the courts seem reluctant to intervene and particularly loath to draw boundaries, perhaps because it seems
to shift too much power to the hands of the courts and risks the imposition of the
court's own biases. As professor Krotoszynski has noted, the court's reluctance to
enforce the non-delegation doctrine may be caused by doubts in its own capacity to
make principled judgments. 8
The combination of these factors would seem, at best, to create skepticism that our
courts could start applying the non-delegation doctrine to limit the use of benefit-cost
analysis. However, there are positive signs that this could work. First, the application
of benefit-cost analysis is not in any particular agency's area of expertise, and it
should not be given deference because of this issue, which itself is based on a deference to supposed congressional preference. In determining whether evidentiary numbers are accurately used, a court has as much expertise as an agency and is called on
to render such judgments routinely.79
Frank Ackerman & Lisa Heinzerling, Pricing the Priceless: Cost-Benefit Analysis
of Health, Safety, and Environment Protection,PERSPECTIVES SERIES (Ctr. for Progressive
Reform, Wash., D.C.), http://www.progressivereform.org/perspectives/costbenefit.cfm (last
visited Feb. 22, 2007).
" Haveman, supra note 16.
7'

Victor B. Flatt, OSHA Regulation ofLow-Exposure Carcinogens:A New Approach to
JudicialAnalysisofScientific Evidence, 14 U. PUGETSOUND L. REv. 283 (1991) [hereinafter
Flatt, OSHA Regulation].
76

7 Appalachian Power Co. v. EPA, 249 F.3d 1032, 1051-52 (2001) (citations omitted).
Krotoszynski, supra note 46, at 267.
9 flatt, OSHA Regulation, supra note 76.
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Haveman notes that the federal courts in the O'Hare example, when presented
with accurate data displaying flaws in the FAA's application of benefit-cost analysis,
did not hesitate to overturn the agency's decisions based on those analyses. 80 Moreover, the American Trucking court's discussion and reiteration of the non-delegation
doctrine does seem to create guiding standards, which should not raise too many red
flags when used to overturn flawed or biased agency applications. Merely defining
a standard and raising the issue means that a court could be made aware of this
possibility. A skepticism to benefit-cost analysis that demonstrates bias or less than
best practices would allow a court to see when an agency is going beyond objective
application of a statute and into the arena of legislative policy, in violation of the nondelegation doctrine. Even if a court does not conceptualize the control of agency discretion in the APA as another version of non-delegation, such bias in a particular
direction would still indicate acting outside of agency discretion contrary to law.
So courts have this power; they just must use it. Obviously, the courts themselves
may also have bias (whether intentional or not), but they do not have a structural incentive to take power from the legislative branch to give to the executive branch.
Perhaps Congress could create "best practices" for benefit-cost analysis that could
help guide a court's determination of whether an agency has overstepped the proper
bounds in application.
CONCLUSION

There is some hope for benefit-cost analysis as a tool if it is used in a precise way.
The criticism of benefit-cost analysis being manipulated and inadequate for certain
kinds of analyses is correct. What is striking is that agencies should not be engaged
in this kind of manipulation of policy making in the first place. It is a violation of the
separation of powers doctrine in our Constitution, and this determination could be
made by a rigorous application of the non-delegation doctrine to such agency action.
All it requires is for our courts to recognize the proper standard that governs what
an agency can and should be engaged in when applying benefit-cost analysis and then
a willingness to examine so-called "objective" evidence for accuracy. Doing this
might go a good way in curbing abuses of benefit-cost analysis and improving its
use in practice.
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Haveman, supra note 16.

